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Wind Tunnel principles

 The loads exerted by static air on a moving body are equal to those

exerted by moving air on a static body, as long as the relative

velocities between the air and the body are the same in both cases.

 For a truly representative wind tunnel experiment, the body must have

its true size and the wind must have the speed that the object would

have if it was moving.

 These conditions are not always possible. Several scaling laws can be

used in order to render representative experiments where the size or

airspeed have been scaled.



Wind tunnels are used to predict the amount of 
force generated by solid objects.

This helps aerodynamicists choose the proper size 
for things such as wings, spoilers, and parachutes.

Information obtained in wind tunnels is used to 
improve the design of anything affected by wind.

Wind-Tunnels come in all shapes and sizes…



History of Wind Tunnels

1st attempts at performing aerodynamic testing was Sir

George Cayley.

 Langley also used a device to aid in the development of

his aerodromes.

Da Vinci the basics of wind tunnel (fixed position, force

air to flow over it)



First Wind Tunnels

 1st wind tunnel recorded in history was developed by Francis

Wenham of England.

Simple box with air blown through by a fan

 The 1st American wind tunnel was built at Massachusetts Institute

of Technology in 1896.

 The largest in the world was built in Ames Research Center in

California with a test section of 40x80





 Scaling

 Two flows are equivalent as long as all the relevant scale parameters are

equal.

 In practice it is nearly impossible to enforce all the scale parameters to

be equal

Consider the following examples:

– Air flow over a real bridge deck with width of 30m and over a

model of the bridge deck with width 0.3m.

–Air flow over a real fighter plane at M=1.2 at sea level and a 1/32

scale model.

 In very expensive tunnels such problems are sometimes addressed by

changing the pressure and density of the air or, even, using a heavy gas

instead of air.



 Open type tunnels

 Advantages:

 Cheaper to build

 Pollutants are purged (e.g. smoke flow visualization or tests on internal 

combustion engines)

 Disadvantages:

 The size of the tunnel must be compatible to the size of the room: the room is 

the return path for the air

 Noisy

 More expensive to run than closed type



Open-Return Type Wind-Tunnel







 Closed type tunnels

 Advantages:

 Cheaper to run: energy is required only to overcome losses.

 Less noisy than open type.

 The quality of the flow can be easily controlled.

 Disadvantages:

 More expensive to build

 Not easy to purge

 Continuous losses of energy in the tunnel heat up the air, so the air may

need cooling, especially in the summer





Closed-Return Type Wind-Tunnel





 Special wind tunnels

Transonic/Supersonic/Hypersonic

 Low turbulence tunnels

 High Reynolds number (pressurized)

 Transonic dynamics tunnels (for aeroelastic problems, e.g. TDT

at NASA Langley or T-128 at TsAGi)

 Environmental tunnels (simulate the earth’s atmospheric

boundary layer)

 Automobile tunnels (e.g. with moving floor)



Blow-Down Type Tunnel



 Wind tunnel dimensions

 The dimensions of a wind tunnel depend on several factors:

Cost and space considerations

Speed range

Application area (e.g. aerospace, automotive, environmental flows

etc)

Required Reynolds number, Mach number

Other requirements (e.g. STOL tests)





 Test Section

The test (or working) section can have many cross-sectional

shapes:

Round, elliptical, square, hexagonal, octagonal, rectangular,

etc

 The shape affects directly the cost of building the tunnel and

power required to run it.

 The shape does not affect the aerodynamic losses in the

tunnel



Experimental Objectives

 Measure lift and drag forces

 NACA 0012 airfoil (National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics)

 At various angles to air stream

 Determine coefficients of lift and drag and compare to 
published values

 Determine coefficients of lift and drag at the stall 
angle



Wind Tunnel Testing

 Allows engineers to predict the amount of lift and drag that airfoils 

can develop in various flight conditions.

 A 747 aircraft can weigh over 200,000 lbs.



2D Components of Lift and Drag

• Resultant force due to airflow 

across an asymmetric body is not 

in the direction of the airflow



Lift

 Generated by pressure difference over the airfoil 

when the air moving over the body takes a different 

path to reach the same point



Drag

 Result of fluid friction

 Opposes body motion



Lift and Drag Dependence

Size

Shape

Fluid flow

Principle of Similitude allows us to “non-

dimensionalize”these parameters
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Scaled-down Physical Modeling

 Consider size for a given shape
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4.2.3 Experimental procedure

• The experimental procedure consists of the following steps:

• 1. Choose a vertical plane in the test section.

• 2. Choose a vertical line within that vertical plane.

• 3. Select a series of points along that vertical line where the velocity of the air will be
determined.

• 4. Read the temperature and the pressure inside the lab, or inside the wind tunnel, or both.

• 5. Use these values to compute the mass density of air inside the lab using the ideal gas law.
Or Use these values to look up the mass density of air on a Table.

• 6. Select a wind speed and set the wind tunnel to generate that wind speed inside the test
section.

• 7. Use the wind tunnel at that set speed to measure the pressure difference, p0 -p , at each
point that was identified along the preselected vertical line. This process is known as traversing
a cross section of the flow space.

• 8. Use Energy Eq. to compute the speed of the air at each such point.



 Experimental determination of lift and drag forces on an airfoil

 Purpose

 To measure the lift and drag of several different airfoils using a force balance and a subsonic wind 

tunnel, and compare the results to published data and theoretical expectations.

 Key equations

 The lift coefficient, CL, is given by

 Where FL is the lift force, V is the average speed, and A is the reference area.

 The drag coefficient, CD , is given by



Irregularities
of flow in
low speed
tunnels

1) Spatial non uniformity ® Mean velocity not be uniform over a cross
section. This is overcome by transferring excess total head from regions of
high velocity to those of low velocity.

2) Swirl ® Flow may rotate about an axis resulting in variation of
direction of flow. Flow straightness and honey combs are used to reduce
swirl.

3) Low frequency pulsation ® These are surges of mean velocity. Under
their influence, time taken for steady conditions becomes excessive. It is
difficult to locate the source of such pulsations.

4) Turbulence ® Turbulence generates small eddies of varying size and
intensity and results in time variations of velocity. Turbulence may be
defined as irregular fluctuations of velocity superimposed on mean flow.



 In order to quantify turbulence: 

 Take components of mean velocity as U, V, W 

 Those of turbulent velocity u, v, w 



 The diffuser

 The diffuser in the wind tunnel serves the purpose of recovering the kinetic energy

of flow in the test section as pressure energy. A well designed diffuser does this

efficiently. In subsonic wind tunnels, the diffusers are diverging passages with a

semi divergence angle of about 7.5 to 8.0 degrees. The Bernoulli’s equation written

in differential form in the context of a diffuser is as follows:

 This implies that for a decrease of kinetic energy per unit mass, there is a

corresponding increase in pressure energy. The pressure gradient in a subsonic

diverging passage is adverse. It is difficult to avoid boundary layer thickening and

flow separation. Hence, the conversion of kinetic energy into pressure energy is

never fully efficient.











 1.5 Losses in the wind tunnel circuit 

 Losses are due to: 

 Inefficiency of drive unit 

 Skin friction, separation etc 

 Loss of kinetic energy at the diffuser exit 

 Shocks in the case of supersonic wind -tunnels 

 Losses due to skin friction 





































 Cross-sectional shape

 •! The most usual shapes are 
rectangular

 and octagonal.

 •! The octagonal shape is 
chosen to

 minimize secondary flow 
problems in

 the corners of a rectangular 
section

Side view
•! The test section is not completely straight

•! The boundary layer grows in the test section,

reducing its effective area, increasing the

velocity and decreasing the static pressure





 More about the test section

 The length of a test section is usually chosen as one or two times the size of

the major dimension of the cross section. E.g. for a 3mx2m cross section, the

length would be 3m-6m.

 There are significant losses in the test section so it should be kept as short as

possible

 There must be adequate windows in the test section

 There must be good lighting in the test section

 There must be holes for passing cables, tubes, shafts,



 The diffuser

 A wind tunnel could have the same cross-sectional area throughout.

 However, power losses depend on the cube of airspeed.

 So, it pays to reduce the airspeed in the sections of the tunnel that are not used

for experiments.

 That’s the job of the diffuser. As the diffuser decreases airspeed, it increases

static pressure, causing an adverse pressure gradient.

 This can cause separation at the wall. Separated flow can cause vibrations,

increased losses, oscillating airspeed in the test section (surging), oscillating fan

loading etc.

 The two diffusers usually increase the area by a total maximum factor of 5 or 6

to avoid separation.



 Corners

 Most corners are 90o bends(180o bends have also been used)

 They are connected by short constant area ducts.

 To avoid big losses, the corners are equipped with turning vanes:

 Highly cambered plates

 Highly cambered airfoils

 The turning vanes should be adjustable to ensure good quality flow



 Purpose of the fan

 The fan operates in a constant area duct; due to continuity, the

airspeed is constant across the fan.

 Therefore, the fan does not accelerate the flow. It creates a

difference in static pressure across its two sides.

 This static pressure difference can be high in order to set the flow in

motion.

 It can also be equal to the losses in static pressure in the tunnel in

order to keep the flow speed constant



 Fan section

Fans develop their highest efficiency when in a relatively high

speed flow.

 Therefore, they are not positioned in the section of the tunnel

with the largest area.

 They are not positioned in the first diffuser because of the

fear of broken parts from models or loose tools etc.

 Therefore, they are usually placed after the second corner,

before the second diffuser.



More about the fan section

The area ratio between the fan section and the test

section is usually 2/1 or 3/1.

The fan motor is usually mounted inside a nacelle. This

usually requires cooling for the motor.

The nacelle has a length to diameter ratio of about 3.

30-40% of its length has constant diameter.

The closing cone angle is around 5o.



 Contraction cone

 The object of the contraction cone is to accelerate the flow

from the low power loss speed to the test section speed.

There are two problems with their design:

Adverse pressure gradients in the entrance and exit of the

contraction cone can cause boundary layer separation

Secondary flow in the corners of rectangular cross-section

cones



 Contraction design

 The secondary flow problem is solved by making the contraction cone

octagonal

 The adverse pressure gradient problem is solved by carefully

designing the geometry

Until the advent of digital computers and CFD these modifications

were very difficult to design

Nowadays, contraction ratios of 8 can be designed with very small

losses.



 Cooling of wind tunnels

 •! Energy is lost from the flow in the form of heat.

 •! This energy is constantly replaced by the fan.

 •! Therefore the temperature of the flow increases until the heat gain is balanced
by heat loss to the environment

 •! Sometimes the equilibrium temperature can be too high for the required
experiments.

 Running water on the tunnel exterior

 •! Water-cooled turning vanes

 •! A water-cooled radiator in the largest tunnel section

 •! An air exchanger continuously replacing heated tunnel air with cool external air.



 Steadiness

 •! Steadiness refers to temporal fluctuations.

 •! Time-dependent velocity variations should be of small magnitude and at

low frequency.

 •! This type of unsteadiness results from separated flow.

 •! The cause of separated flow must be located and eliminated



 Turbulence

 •! Turbulence is unsteadiness at much higher frequency caused by wakes,

noise, roughness etc.

 •! Turbulence can be reduced by installing honeycombs and screens upstream

of the contraction cone.

 –!Screens reduce axial turbulence more than lateral turbulence

 –!Honeycombs reduce lateral velocities




